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Community Input Survey Summary 

Between June 2016 and December 2016, the Oceanic Bridge Study Project Team invited public input through the 

Community Input Survey (CIS) as follows: 

 

· In June 2016, the Community Input Survey (CIS) was mailed to 122 initially identified stakeholders. These 

stakeholders included local officials, local business owners, schools, hospitals, community organizations, 

residents and property owners within 500 feet of the bridge. The CIS was also posted to the Borough of 

Rumson, Township of Middletown, and Monmouth County websites, where a PDF file of the CIS could be 

downloaded and completed. By September 12, 2016, 81 responses were received. These responses were 

summarized and presented at the Local Officials Meetings on September 27, 2016, and the Community 

Stakeholder Meeting on October 6, 2016.  

 

· On October 6, 2016, blank copies of the CIS were provided at the Community Stakeholder Meeting for those 

who had not completed the survey, and a web-based version of the CIS was launched on the project website 

following the meeting. Stakeholders were encouraged to reach out to friends and neighbors about the bridge 

study and encouraged to complete survey. By October 22, 2016, an additional 47 surveys were received for a 

total of 128 CIS received to date and an updated survey summary was presented at the Public Information 

Center (PIC) meetings on October 25, 2016. 

 

· On October 25, 2016, blank copies of CIS were provided at the PIC meetings as well as informing the public of 

the web version of the survey available on the project web site to complete online. Attendees were 

encouraged to submit comments and participate in the CIS during the 30 day public comment period through 

November 25, 2016 with late submissions being accepted for another three weeks.  A total of 208 responses 

were received up through December 16, 2016. 

 

Mailing, PDF posted to municipal and county websites

Mail, email, and fax 

81 as of September 12, 2016 

 

· A Majority (82%) of respondents are very interested in the study and its outcome; 

· Driving is the most used mode on and around the bridge, however many people indicated boating, walking, or 

biking on or around the bridge “often”; 

· 16% indicated passing under the bridge in a marine vessel “often”;  

· Most respondents (86%) identified as local residents or commuters, followed by recreational users (43.8%), 

and members of a cultural organization or historical society (11%); 

· “Physical condition” was the number one bridge element needing improvement, followed by 
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“accommodations for other vehicles”, and “safety”; 

· “Accommodations for marine vessels”, “considerations for the natural environment”, and “aesthetic quality 

and character” were the top three characteristics indicated as being sufficient as is; 

· “Physical condition”, “safety”, and “natural environment” were marked as most important; and 

· The top “key issue” was “safety”, followed by “aesthetics”, and “traffic”. 

 

Responses to the open-ended questions widely indicated that the bridge was very important to them, using the bridge 

as an important link between Middletown and Rumson, to recreational points such as Hartshorne Woods, country 

clubs, and beaches, as well as to regional employment centers in Red Bank, the Manhattan-bound Seastreak Ferry 

Terminal at Atlantic Highlands, and to boating resources such as marinas and yacht clubs. When asked about the 

bridge width, no respondents said the bridge needs more vehicle lanes. Of those who said the bridge was insufficiently 

wide, most cited poor or absent shoulders and lack of accommodations for cyclists and pedestrians as the reason.  

 

PDF posted to municipal and county websites, paper copies available at public meetings, 

web-based version on project website (via survey monkey)

Survey Monkey online submission, mail, email, and fax 

 128 as of October 22, 2016 (increase of 47 over September 12, 2016)

 

· An increase in respondents (88%) noted being very interested in the study and its outcome; 

· Travel habits remained the same, with driving being the most common mode on and around the bridge. 

Increases in respondents who boat and/or bike on or around the bridge were indicated; 

· An increase in respondents (16% to 27%) indicated passing under the bridge in a marine vessel “often”;  

· The percentage of respondents identifying as a local resident or commuter remained the same (86%), while 

recreational users increased to 52.8%, and “member of a cultural organization or historic society” increased to 

12.5%; 

· Bridge elements identified as being in need of improvement remained the same;  

· In terms of bridge elements identified as being sufficient, “considerations for the natural environment” rose to 

the first position, “accommodations for marine vessels” moved to the second position, and “motor vehicle 

congestion” was equal to “aesthetic quality and character” for the third position; and 

· The top two key issues are “physical condition” followed by “safety”, while the third key issue is  “aesthetic 

quality and character”, and then “traffic” as fourth on the list. 

PDF posted to Monmouth County website, paper copies available at public meetings, web-based version 

on project website (via survey monkey)

Survey Monkey online submission, Mail, and Fax

 208 as of December 16, 2016 (increase of 80 over October 22, 2016) 

 

· The same percentage (88%) of respondents indicated being very interested in the outcome of the study; 

· Travel habits did not change significantly, with the percent of respondents indicating biking and walking 

remaining constant; 

· Of the additional surveys received, fewer respondents noted boating (from 75% to 68%); 

· The percentage of respondents reporting passing under the bridge in a marine vessel “often” decreased from 

27% to 22%; 

· The percentage of respondents identifying as a local resident or commuter rose to 90% (from 86% at the PIC), 
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while other categories remained within one percentage point of previous levels; 

· Bridge elements in need of improvement (physical condition, accommodations for other vehicles, and safety) 

remained the same; 

· The top bridge characteristic which were cited as “OK as is” remained the same (considerations for the natural 

environment), while “aesthetic quality and character” rose to the second position from the third position, 

“accommodations for marine vessels” dropped to third from the second position, and “traffic congestion” did 

not remain on the list; 

· The top three “key issues” remained the same as the stakeholder meeting (physical condition, safety, and 

aesthetic quality and character); 

 

Responses to the open-ended questions remained similar throughout the life of the survey, with many responses 

mentioning the general importance of the bridge in daily life, the importance related to commuting to regional 

employment centers and the Seastreak Ferry Terminal at Atlantic Highlands, and the importance of boating and 

recreation. Many respondents referenced the lack of convenient detour routes when the bridge is closed as a concern. 

Final results indicated that there are a sufficient number of lanes for vehicular traffic, however many responses 

indicated that improved bicycle and pedestrian accommodations would be welcome, as well as a shoulder. A few 

responses called attention to safety and congestion concerns at the intersection of CR8A and CR12A in Middletown, 

and congestion due to bridge openings. Open-ended responses often suggested that study happenings, such as 

meeting times, bridge closures, etc. be advertised well in advance of the event. 

 

Multiple choice answers are represented in charts and tables, while open-ended questions have all text responses 

listed. In total, over 700 unique text responses were received through the Community Input Survey. The contents of 

these responses are organized by question and topic. Answers to personal questions – such as name, contact 

information, and address – are not included.

 

 

Responses to survey questions are summarized as follows: 
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1 13 49 Boston Whaler 31 ft.

2 36 50 C&C 30'

3 14' 51 cabin cruiser/25 ft

4 16' 52 Canoe / 17ft

5 16.5 foot kayak 53 Cape Dory 30'

6 17' 54 Cape Dory 30 - 30 ft

7

17' catamaran, curently illegal to pass through 

bridge opening 55 Catalina 22

8

17' Whaler, 21' Wellcraft, 19' Wellcraft, 26' 

Regulator, 21' Centry, 21' Sailfish 56 Catalina 36 ft sailboat

9 17'-27' 57 CenterConsole/18'

10 18' 58 ctc 29

11 18 ft 59 Don't know - - friend's boat

12 18ft Bowrider 60 EMS rescue boats

13 19 feet 61 Grady White Fishing, 25 ft

14 19 feet Flying Scot or Lightning 62 Hobie  cat 17

15 19 ft outboard 63 Hunter 34 foot

16 19 ft outboard 64 Jet boat 19ft

17 20' 65 Jet Ski

18 20', hunting style 66 kayak

19 20Ft CC 67 Kayak

20 22' 68 Kayak & Paddleboat

21 22' Cruiser 69 L 20'

22 22 ft 70 Marshall Sanderling 18'

23 22 ft 71 Motor Yacht 43'

24 24' 72 N/A

25 24' bowrider 73 Newick 35'

26 24ft Bowrider 74 open 20'

27 25' 75 Power/Sail 20'-40'

28 25 foot Walkaround 76 Ranger 21 Tug; Mako 36 Sailboat

29 25 ft 77 Rowing Shell

30 25' to 30' mast height 78 Sailboat, 30' length, 44' mast

31 26' 79 Sea Ray 270 SLX / 27 feet

32 26 feet 80 Sea Ray 28'

33 26 Ft in  board 81 Searay 29' Amberjack

34 26' sloop, 35' mast height 82 Sedan Bridge 45 Feet

35 27' - O, Day 83 Sedan Bridge 45 ft

36 27 ft Power, 15 foot sailboat (Sandpiper) 84 sloop 16 feet

37 27 ft sailboat and kayak 85

Some boats higher than 60 ft in our 

Yacht Club

38 28' 86 sunfish

39 28' 87 Tartan 33'

40 28' CRUISER 88 Trainer 34 ft - 25 ft tall (mast)

41 28 ft Chris Craft 89 Tug and sailboat

42 29' 90 unsure

43 30' 91 Various

44 30'

45 31' Pedersen Sea Skiff

46 35'

47 40' sloop

48 44 foot power boat

5b. What type of marine vessel?

Specific type/length:
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As a local resident or commuter

As a recreational user

As a local business owner

As a social service provider

As a member of a cultural 

organization or historic society

Other (please specify)



1 A cyclist

2 Aesthetic

3 As a boater

4 as a boater

5 As a boater

6 As a daily viewer of the bridge

7 As a preservationist interested in local aesthetics

8 As a sailboater

9 As an employee of the church

10 As local borough official

11 As to how it would impact the local residents and restaurant/business owners

12 Boat club

13 Boating Club Member

14 Bridge has direct access to property

15 Business User

16 Chamber of Commerce Info Center

17 Chief of EMS for Middletown

18 Coastal conservation/public access organization

19 Commodore of SRYC

20 Employee of local bank

21 Fire matters

22 historic

23 Historically as I grew up on the Navesink

24 I work in this area.

25 Insuring that club and transient vessels can reach Red Bank mooring/dock facilities

26 Life long residents!

27 Mariner

28 Mayor

29 MCHA

30 Monmouth Boat Club to/fro, access to Races on Raritan Bay

31 Monmouth County tax payer

32 NMHA brings historic sailing ships up the Navesink to Red Bank - Eg "Onrust" - Future "Pioneer"

33 Riverside Drive Association

34 Sailor

35 Sailor MBC

36 Shrewsbury River Yacht Club

37 Vice Chair Middletown Planning Board

38 We live in Locust but completely attached to the Rumson/Fair Haven  community

Other (please specify):
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Motor vehicle congestion & delays on 

the bridge

Safety on and around the bridge

Physical condition of the bridge

Accommodations for other than 

vehicles (walking, biking, fishing, etc.) 

on the bridge

Accommodations for marine vessels 

passing under the bridge

Aesthetic quality and character of the 

bridge

Considerations for the natural 

environment



Motor vehicle congestion & delays on 

the bridge

Safety on and around the bridge

Physical condition of the bridge

Accommodations for other than 

vehicles (walking, biking, fishing, etc.) 

on the bridge

Accommodations for marine vessels 

passing under the bridge

Aesthetic quality and character of the 

bridge

Considerations for the natural 

environment







1 A draw bridge on a body of water this wide is an outdated joke.

2 Bridge closings in summer a problem

3 Bridge is too old

4 Bridge must be in good condition for anyone going on or under it - it must be safe

5 Bridge needs to be high enough (31') for me to pass under while under sail

6

Bridge opens too often to marine traffic that does not require the extra clearance. Too many times I have seen boats stop road 

traffic when the height of their vessel would clear the underneath drawl or they are too lazy to lower their pole antennas or their 

fishing outriggers.  

7 Condition, bridge is in poor shape

8 Cost and local land owner property right

9 Costs associated with operating and maintaining a movable bridge

10 Everything seems to be fine

11 High speed traffic; pedestrian crossings

12 I am unaware of issues around bridge-a new bridge will not improve traffic

13 Improve water quality

14 Integrity

15 It is in deplorable condition

16 Let's not ruin our environment with a huge high bridge just to save a few dollars or a few minutes.

17 Maintain historic nature and character of the Oceanic Bridge

18 Maximize parking + make spaces at green area on Middletown side, improve canoe/kayak access

19 Must have fixed bridge

20 Need to keep tall masted ship's access to Red Bank

21 Needs to be capable of opening for boat traffic or sufficiently high clearance (65 feet)

22 No cycling lanes

23 No drawbridge needed

24 None

25 physical condition of the bridge

26 Protect environment

27 Road condition

28

Safety means that bicycles need their own buffer of safety in each direction on the bridge, AND that should NOT include a steel 

grate of a drawbridge. The safest option for cyclists is a fixed span high arch bridge. A cyclist needs a 3' buffer on both sides. That is 

3' to the sidewalk, and 3' to the lane being used by motorized traffic.

29 Surface of the road awful

30 Want a low bridge, similar to the one (See Red Bank's), something that does not block the views, this bridge belongs!!

31 wasting huge $$$ on all these stop gap repairs 

32
We live in an historic home in the Locust historic district. We want to see the historic period style and character of the bridge 

maintained.

33 Wider sidewalks

Other (please specify):
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Answers are summarized on the next page



Question 10:  “How important is this transportation link to you? What key purpose does the Oceanic Bridge serve for 

you?” 

 

Responses Received: 186/208 

Response Rate: 89% 

Comments Grouped by Topic: 

 
 

Count 

Important 93 

Leisure 23 

Commuting and Business 48 

Boating 18 

Not very 4 

TOTAL: 186 
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Open Ended Answers:

1 "Very important," beautiful & unique area that deserves to keep country look. We are directly affected by the bridge.

2 Access across the bridge to work and recreation

3 Access off peninsula and to bay and beyond

4 Access Rumson/ way to beach

5 Access to Bayshore, Middletown + GSP

6 Access to Highlands Marinas

7 access to Middletown, Beacon Hill C.C., Atlantic Highlands

8 Access to Oceanic Marina for both vehicle and bike.

9 access to Rt. 36 , its important.

10 Access to shops/post office/beaches/office

11 ACCESS TO THE BAYSHORE AREA

12 Access to the Middletown area

13 Access to/from Rumson/Middletown.

14 Alternate scenic route to Atlantic Highlands and Sandy Hook areas

15 As a commuter + reaching clients all over the locality

16 As a ferry commuter the bridge is vital

17

As a member of a strong cycling community, the Oceanic Bridge serves as a very important link to some of our favorite cycling grounds in 

Middletown, Atlantic Highlands, and the Bay area. Granted we can get there via an end around on Ocean Ave through Sea Bright, or through Red 

Bank and Navasink River Road, but we always prefer the access that the Oceanic Bridge provides.

18
As a part time commuter to the city via the ferry 

As a boat owner who travels under the bridge

19

As a sailor, the bridge plays an important for all sailboats to have access to the entire Navesink River. We need the bridge to accommodate all 

size of vessels. This is important for the marine industry from Red Bank to Rumson. Historically, a draw bridge is a part of history that should not 

be lost. This is a beautiful bridge with a very, long history! 

20 As we are retired, we use the bridge when we catch the ferry and go shopping.

21 Beauty and transportation.  I live in Atlantic Highlands but grew up in Rumson and my parents still live there.  I use the bridge nearly everyday.  

22 Both motor vehicle and boat traffic

23 Cannot be out often. Very disruptive to daily commute.

24 Coming and going via car to Rumson, Sea Bright, Fair Haven

25 Commuter & recreation route

26 Commuting to & from work

27 Conduit for banking, mail, social activities

28 Connects two municipalities; use to get to our post office boxes.

29 Connects us to points shops north of Rumson and to our grandchildren living near the Stone Church.

30 Convenient river crossing

31 Critical - use nearly daily

32 Critical link! Time saving and mile reducing path between Middletown (Locust) and Rumson/Fair Haven.

33 Cross over to other towns, cross under via boat to access the ocean

34 Daily commute to ferry, easy access to Middletown and Route 35, easy access to shops, restaurants, businesses in Atlantic Highlands.

35 Daily commuting use

36 Daily travel to work 

37 Dire!

10. How important is this transportation link to you? What key purpose does the Oceanic Bridge serve for 

you?
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38 direct route to businesses

39 Direct transportation route 

40 Directly affects our home and neighborhood.

41 Directly connects our family to businesses/friends/family and clients

42 drive over, boat under - very important

43 Ease of access to Navesink, Atlantic Highlands, Monmouth County

44 Easy access to ferry/atlantic highlands area/alternate route to Red Bank and Parkway/Route to Highlands

45 Enables me to get to the towns of Highland, Atlantic Highlands

46 Extremely important - I use this bridge every day to and from work as well as to access Rt 36, Atlantic Highlands and surrounding area.

47 Extremely important - our family has so many users - work, school, recreational

48 Extremely important - vital link to northern routes

49 Extremely important to businesses and for employers and customers to access

50 Extremely important! My family and I use that bridge 3-4 times per day.

51
Extremely important. It cuts down significantly on travel time to Middletown and points north. So it saves time, gas+wear+tear/mileage on cars + 

commute.

52 Extremely important. Live 100 yards from curve. Gets us straight to Rumson, Sea Bright, Fair Haven.

53 Frequent travel between Atlantic Highlands and Rumson/Two Rivers area

54 From Middletown to Two River area, church, businesses, work, restaurants

55 Getting around the area with out a half an hour detour through Red Bank or Sea Bright

56 Getting from one side to other in a timely manner

57 Getting to work.

58 Have many customers to service..

59 Having bridge open so I can take boat to open water

60 High - Shortens travel to Middletown, At. Highlands, etc.

61 Highly important. The main route between Rumson and eastern Middletown (Locust, Navesink) and the Highlands. 

62 Highly important. Used almost daily.

63 Historic importance and preservation

64 How I access the ocean

65
I am on that bridge throughout the day - for physical activity once a day and drive on it at least 4 times a day. Everything I do is in Rumson. I live 

on the other side.

66 I am retired but I do use the bridge at least 6 times a month

67 I cross it daily from Rumson to work in Atlantic Highlands

68 I cross it min. twice a day to get to and from work.

69 I drive over it in a car  and under it in a boat

70 I drive over the bridge 10-15 times every day for work

71 I frequently use the Oceanic Bridge to get to my client appointments.

72
I have used this bridge for work on average 6 times per day, 360 days of the year, for 40 years (over 70,000 times and will hopefully continue to 

do so.)

73 I rarely use the bridge for vehicle traffic.  I often use the river for a sailboat that requires the bridge to open.

74 I travel from Middletown to Rumson using the Oceanic Bridge to go to Sea Bright Beach Area.

75 I use it 5 days a week to get to River Rd, my place of employment

76 I use it to get to work - Locust to Rumson

77 I use the bridge  2 or 3 times a day.  Very Important

78
I use the bridge all the time to access businesses in the Highlands and Atlantic Highlands as well as to access the GSP further north so as to avoid 

Red Bank traffic blocks.

79
I use the bridge almost daily. I enjoy the beauty of the crossing from one side of the river to the other. I find no problems with the bridge in its 

current configuration.

80
I use use the bridge 4-6 times per day, 6 days a week, and have done so for 40 years. I plan to continue the same needs for the foreseeable 

future. 
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81 I work at Salt Creek Grille, so I commute over the bridge daily.

82 I work in Rumson, dock my boat in Fair Haven and patronize restaurants from Sea Bright to Fair Haven. Also, use the bridge to travel to the beach

83 Important for access from the Rumson neck to places in Middletown and Atlantic Highlands.

84 Important, family in both towns

85 important, provides access to Highlands etc.

86 It gets me to Atlantic Highlands, Highlands, and Sandy Hook

87 It is a vital link across the river. We have seen first hand how important it is when it was closed for repairs.

88 It is important connection to reach the Ferries in Highlands/Atlantic Highlands

89
It is important, but not imperative. It provides access to Rumson/Fair Haven, rather than travelling through congested Red Bank or the extra 

distance through Sea Bright.

90
It is important.  It serves as an important connection for us to businesses in Rumson, Fair Haven, Sea Brigh, Red Bank, and other points south.  It 

is my preferred route of travel to those locations.

91
It is one of the two primary routes I use to access commercial businesses from my home in Sea Bright. The drawbridge enables me to utilize the 

docking facilities of the Shrewsbury River Yacht Club.

92 It is the key road for me traveling south from my house. 

93 It is the primary route between my home and the southern shore of the Navesink (e.g. Rumson, Fair Haven, Red Bank)

94 It serves for vehicular transportation to/ from Rumson for community activities and for recreation at local beaches.

95
It's our only way into Rumson without having to go thru Sea Bright or Red Bank! We live right by the Locust Ave Bridge + travel to Rumson almost 

daily.

96 Job, health + recreational purposes

97 Link to Atlantic Highlands and Highlands business districts

98 links Highlands and Middletown to Rumson

99 Live in Locust, family in Fair Haven and Red Bank, when it is closed we like it - our road is quiet.

100
Living a mile away, the bridge is in daily use for activities for my family and general travel around the area. I also appreciate aesthetics of the 

bridge and how it fits into the surround landscapes. 

101 Lovely road connection between Rumson/FH Peninsula and Highlands (Middletown, Atl. Highl., Highl.)

102 Main route to family, friends, other parts of Monmouth County/shore south of Middletown

103 Many of the Rumson CC Members live in Locust area and use the bridge to come to their club

104 Marine Traffic

105
Medium; commute/travel to Middletown side 

High; Recreation/walking

106 Moderate

107 motor vehicle access to the Bayshore area. Bicycliing in very scenic parts of Monmouth County.

108 Mountain biking/cycling link to Hartshorne and Huber Woods

109
My daily commute to/from work passes over the bridge.  If evacuation is needed from my low-lying home, the bridge provides a route to high 

ground that is less likely to be blocked by fallen trees than the alternatives.

110 My family uses it while driving to and from work daily

111 My spouse's work transportation, access to restaurants and other activities and recreational bike riding.

112 Need wider passages

113 Not important except for boating

114 Not very

115 NYC commuter. Daily + Weekend local travel needs to grocery store, etc. woods

116 Of critical importance.  We use the bridge several times a day in various modes of transportation and recreation.

117 Provides access to business and services I use in Rumson, Fair Haven, and beyond.

118 Provides secondary access to Rumson from Middletown if other access points (Highlands or Red Bank) are blocked.

119 Residential traveler for shopping, doctor appointments, family visits, beach/park enjoyment with family, etc.

120 Route to/from work especially

121 Running errands between Rumson and Middletown

122 Sailboat traffic

123 Saves 15-20 minutes from using Highlands and Sea Bright Bridges.  Ditto Cooper Bridge.
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124 Saves time and mileage to get to Middletown

125
Serves as the most practical and nearest point of access to Locust, Navesink, Atlantic Highlands, etc.  Ability to avoid Red Bank traffic and 

congestion.

126
Serves me personally in traveling to Rumson from Middletown, but more important for the club's membership having convenient access. The last 

closing resulted in a 20% drop in revenue because of the driving through Red Bank undesirability.

127 Somewhat important. I work in Rumson, so I mostly use the bridge when commuting to or from work.

128
the bridge is a vital connection between the peninsula towns of Rumson, Fair Haven and Little Silver to the Middletown and Bayshore areas. 

Without it travel time to Middletown quadruples with the congestion of RedBank & SeaBright.

129
The bridge is critical to our lives we are completely connected to the Rumon-Fair Haven community-church-restaurants-friends-Shrewsbury yacht 

Club-work-Synergy Yoga studio

130 The bridge is the main purpose for my commute to and from Seastreak Ferry + my use of walking + biking trails in Huber + Hartshorn Woods.

131 The highest importance. I depend on the bridge multiple times a day to help me get to everywhere I am going.

132 This is a very important link.  I use the bridge for both vehicular and marine transit.

133 This transportation link gets me to work every day

134
This transportation link is very important to me as a resident of Rumson. The bridge is an essential part of accessing Atlantic highlands and 

Middletown without having to go all the way through Red Bank or Sea Bright. The bridge is the fastest way to access those towns. 

135 to and from home

136 To and from the Atl Hlnds, Hlnds

137 to cross the river for visiting without going 8 miles around through Sea Bright or Red Bank

138 To get to ferry for commute; to get Middletown for shopping + parks (Huber/Hartshorne)

139 Transport to and from the ferry and Navesink CC

140 Transporting patients by ambulance the shortest route possible from sections of Middletown to Riverview Medical Center.

141 Travel several times every day for work.  Also own a boat.

142 Travel to work

143 Use bridge to travel to Navesink, Atlantic Highlands, and Highlands

144 Use daily (45x)

145 use it to visit children/grandchildren, shop, eat, and go to beach.

146 Usually used as access to beaches from Middletown - sometimes as a link to Monmouth Medical Hospital in Long Branch (as an outpatient).

147 vehicle and boat traffic

148 Very - as a way to work, errands

149 Very - Family members cross bridge numerous times per day, except when commuting to NY on ferry.

150
Very - Links our family to Sea Bright beaches, friends, family, shopping in Rumson, Fair Haven, Little Silver - and to quiet streets for exercise like 

jogging.

151 Very - Many of our Yacht Club members use this daily

152 Very - to get to Middletown

153 Very - Use it to commute to work

154 Very + it will be hard if the bridge isn't kept open + sistered in some way

155 Very important - extensive use

156 Very important - I use it several times a day

157 Very important - it is the only way to get my boat out to Raritan bay and the ocean.

158 Very important - link between Rumson/Fair Haven and Lucust/Highlands/Middletown

159
Very important - reaching Red Bank, Shrewsbury, Fair Haven, and Rumson from our home year round on a regular basis. Reaching Sea Bright and 

Monmouth Beach especially in summer.

160 Very important - shopping in Middletown

161

Very important - we use it to get to Rumson & Little Silver. We travle on it several days a week. W/o it we'd have to go thru Red Bank or Sea 

Bright. Both ways are much longer & have the potential to have significantly more traffic delays - especially in summer.  It also houses a lot of 

crabs, which provides us tasty food in the summer.

162 very important , tavel across for work 
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163 Very important for driving to work

164 Very important for our access to Rumson

165 Very important for recreational and commercial boat traffic - access to moorings/docks west of Oceanic Bridge.

166 very important for transit between Rumson/Middletown/Atlantic Highlands/Route 36 

167
Very important when you need it.  It is currently one of the most scenic views in Monmouth County.  We shouldn't ruin this as it is creates charm 

and value for this area and all of Monmouth County.

168 Very Important! Primary means for local traffic to quickly and conveniently access local business, social, and recreational areas

169 VERY IMPORTANT, DAILY CROSSINGS

170 Very important, I cross this bridge on average at least twice per day.

171 Very Important.  It's a direct connection to ferry, and points north

172 Very important. Ability to by-pass Red Bank going to/from New York.

173 Very important. I use the bridge to go between my home in Atlantic Highlands and my church in Red Bank and shopping in Shrewsbury.

174 Very important. Only link to Rumson without going through the parking lot of Route 36 in Sea Bright.

175 Very important. Our link to Red Bank.

176 Very important. Provides convenient access to all places.

177 Very important. Provides much quicker access to all points south. For many years the bridge was on my bicycle fitness ride every other day.

178 Very important... Commuting every day. Important aesthetic component of the neighborhood.

179 Very,  very close!! We are the first house on the left (946) of the road going west.

180 Very, driving to and from Rumson and our home and using our boat.

181 Vital

182 Vital

183
We constantly go across the bridge from our home in Locust to Rumson and Fair Haven to: bank with safety deposit box, our post office, dentist, 

barber,dry cleaners, tailor, and shoe repair cobbler.

184 We live next to the bridge - Navesink River Rd + Locust Nest. Use bridge 3-5 times a day, to shop Fair Haven, Rumson, Sea Bright.

185 We need a bridge to open or have a clearance of at least 65' for sailboats and large powerboats so they can access my business.

186 We use the bridge at least weekly to get to destinations south of here. It's a time saver.
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Answers are summarized on the next page



Question 11: “What should the project team be aware of concerning any traffic changes or detours near the 

Oceanic Bridge (past, present, or future)?” 

 

Responses Received: 138/208 

Response Rate: 66% 

Comments Grouped by Topic: 

 

 

 

Count 

Traffic concerns 48 

Minimal closures 47 

New bridge specs 19 

No/Other 10 

Advertising 8 

Safety 6 

TOTAL: 138 
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Open Ended Answers:

1 #1 closing the bridge in summer is hectic. Extra traffic on Route 36 is unmanageable. Going to Red Bank can be 1/2 hour.

2 (Approach from Middletown) Detour on Navesink River Road features sharp turns and narrow road

3 A closure of the bridge is a real pain and overloads the other routes. Study the impact of the repair closure a few years ago.

4 Access is generally now

5 Advance notice is a must

6 Advanced advisement of both - past very good continue

7 Affecting Businesses, residents, commuters

8 Any bridge closure impacts business and sales drastically. Local businesses suffer the most.

9 Any new bridge would be built parallel to the current one with any final connections to land done in the winter

10 Availability of ambulance passage in emergency, notification of road work/closures.

11 Avoid them entirely

12 Before you close the bridge, please realize you will create a traffic nightmare in Red Bank. There should be river crossing while constructing. 

13 Boating need passage to and from ocean.

14 Bridge closures are very disruptive economically

15
Bridge closures resulting in detours are very inconvenient as traffic has to be routed a long way around.  They should be well-publicized and 

minimized to the extent possible.

16 Bridge must remain open through duration of repairs/construction of a new draw bridge.  

17
Bridge should be higher if possible so it wouldn't have to open which would reduce traffic.  This would also increase the aesthetics since you 

would look under the bridge.  The views would be spectacular.  Look at how nice the Atlantic Highlands bridge is.

18 Build a draw bridge that swings away or up to allow all boats into the bay.

19
Build the bridge with two separate roadways and spans. This aids in recurring draw problems and also when in the future replacement time 

comes. One span can be closed for repairs / replacement while the other remains open.

20 Building a new, larger bridge would bring more undesired traffic to the area.

21 Building the new bridge alongside the existing one would minimize road closures and detours.

22 Cars turning left to go on the bridge from Locust Point Road should give way to cars turning right. It's the opposite now.

23
Clearly the bridge is in disrepair, future concerns are traffic backed up as a result of boat traffic, creating another bridge that stops traffic is 

problematic.

24 Coordinate with other regional projects to avoid detour conflicts

25 cross traffic at River rd due to delays at bridge 

26 Dangerous when bridge road meets Navesink River Road

27 Definitely take into consideration traffic coming + going from Seastreak ferry

28 Delays are so much better than daytime closures of the bridge.

29 Detours are quite big and inconvenient

30 Detours would cause congestion on Locust Point Rd. + therefore cause backups at other surrounding roads.

31 Difficulty of travel in town of Rumson with closing

32 Direct access must remain available at all times. 

33 Do a fixed bridge like Highlands

34 Do not impede marine traffic

35 Do not interrupt and of the Rumson businesses in the area.

36 Don't close bridge if possible!

37 Don't mess up.

38 Don't really know.

39 DURING COMPLETE BRIDGE SHUTDOWNS, THE AREA IS PRETTY MUCH CRIPPLED.

11. What should the project team be aware of concerning any traffic changes or detours near the Oceanic 

Bridge (past, present, or future)?
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40 Educating the public in advance clearly of plans, time frame + disruption

41
Effects on Navesink River Road + Locust road on West side 

Fishing area on west side

42
every effort should be made to do the majority of the work during the fall, winter and spring to avoid re-directing traffic in summer to an already 

crazy Ocean Ave.

43 Extended summer periods when bridge cannot be opened

44 figure out a better way during busy times to  to keep traffic flowing

45 Fine as is given the limited options.

46 First Aid and Fire Department vehicles

47 Future access should not impede current river views of residents.

48 Good signage...

49 High speed traffic; poor/dangerous pedestrian crossings; poorly marked and ignored by motorists

50 Huge traffic flows via Locust-PT RD & Navesink

51
I feel every effort should be made to keep at least 1 lane, 1 direction of traffic operating at all times during the replacement process. Also the work 

should be done 7 days a week, not 5 days a week.

52
I find the traffic worse going from Rumson towards Fair Haven and Red Bank, than anytime the bridge opens for boats. Therefore I see no reason 

to build a high bridge and I would like to see a low bridge that opens for marine traffic remain.

53 i know it would be hard but try to keep the detours to a minimum 

54 If bridge is closed, one has to go to Atlantic Highlands bridge or Red Bank bridge to reach Rumson, Fair Haven.

55 If the end product is a draw bridge, we have all failed.

56 Impact on local residents, Oak Tree Lane, Washington Street, etc.

57 Improving access will also increase traffic

58 Informing the public well + clearly of current + future plans

59 Intersection of Navesink River Road, Locust Point Road and the northern egress from bridge is bad when ferry traffic is involved.

60 It is a long was around when the bridge is closed to traffic. Any such closings should be minimized.

61
It is always a huge inconvenience when the bridge is closed down. Any consideration of having the old bridge stay in place until the new bridge is 

operable would be the ideal.

62 It is an extremely important link.

63
It's a tough call whether you eliminate the drawbridge by making it tall enough but not have this giant eyesore. I think it should stay as a 

drawbridge.

64 Keep impact on nearby homes + businesses to a minimum.

65 Keep it closed as short a time as possible

66 Keep it open while new bridge is to be built

67 Keep the aesthetics  of the bridge

68 Keep the time the bridge needs to be closed for replacement as short as possible

69 limited landing areas on both ends

70 Long way around so very important least time for construction as possible

71 Longer commutes

72 Maintain the route during whatever construction you propose. Loss of it's capacity would be a real inconvence and overload routes 35 and 36.

73 Make bridge high enough so no bridge tender is needed

74 More traffic into SeaBright, (peak traveling hours & summer) Red Bank

75 N/A

76
Navesink River Road, if congested, is a nightmare to travel on. Cyclists and runners utilize Navesink River Road as well. It is dangerous under 

current conditions, therefore adding additional vehicles would prove unsafe conditions for the public.

77 No matter what alternative detours are put in place, past, present, or future, they are going to cause significant constraints and time delays.

78 Noise

79 none

80 None
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81 none aware of

82 None, we can endure a few years of inconvenience. Remember the Clay Creek bridge?

83
Not sure what you are looking for in this question. Cyclists use this bridge on a daily basis. That includes road cyclists who like access to and from 

the hills of Monmouth, as well as Mountain Bikers who use it for access to Huber and Hartshorne woods.

84 Notice of such in a timely manner

85 Notify the Hartshorne Woods Association c/o Nancy Aufiero, nancy@lushlandscape.com 3 Grand Tour, Locust, NJ 07760-2343

86 obviously I don't want the bridge to fall down but I don't want it replaced by a monstrous overpass.

87 Over 60% of the summer traffic between Atlantic Highlands/Highlands and Rumson/Fair Haven, Red Bank, and Little Silver depend on it.

88
Peak traffic flow on the bridge is generated by commuters utilizing the SeaStreak ferry service to New York City and occurs following the ferries 

scheduled times in the Highlands and Atlantic Highlands.

89 Pedestrian and bicycle safety - where are the sidewalks on streets to bridge on Middletown side?

90 People heading to ferry could be impacted

91 plan the major  construction detour during the winter to avoid busy times.

92 Pls keep one lane open

93 Proper notice at beginning of roads that lead to bridge (terrible to get all the way to bridge and have to turn around)

94 Remember that Locust Pt. RD is very narrow

95 Residential privacy and business accessibility.

96 Safety of all user groups marine, pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular.

97 Safety of residents; altering residential areas, especially where children are present, would destroy a healthy environment for families.

98 school buses scheduling

99 Sea Bright is taxed enough so everyone will have to go through Red Bank

100
See above, especially for NYC commuters like my husband who uses it daily. I strongly believe that work on bridge should be done only in the 

evening. 

101 Should be done in a timely manner with the least amount of disruption.

102 Summer is the heaviest traffic. Get rid of the draw by making the bridge higher.

103 Summer traffic, orchestrate with replacement of Sea Bright Bridge

104 That other routes be available and able to handle traffic accordingly.

105
The bridge is a very important traffic roadway and planning should be made to not have it closed for any extended period of time whatsoever 

during the replacement process.

106 The detour options should be considerate of the new time factors that the detours would entail.

107 The detour route is quite lengthy so the duration of the detours should be as short as possible.

108 The effect on local businesses

109 The fact that there aren't any direct detours. The bridge being closed for longer than 2 days at a time should be avoided.

110 The goal should be minimal invasion of traffic into surrounding neighborhoods

111 The impact for the residents who frequent the bridge daily and those that live close to the bridge. The construction must stay on time and budget. 

112 The length of updating that will mean different routes to these places in +/- 10

113

The project needs to keep in mind the history and culture associated with the bridge. The draw bridge has been a staple of the area for years, and 

people love that. People don't mind waiting every know and then to let the bridge go up because it gives them the opportunity to look around and 

take in the beauty of the area.

114 The right of way heading eastbound on Navesink River Road, at the intersection where a yield sign is presently should be restored.

115
The team should be aware of the impact of additional commute time if bridge is closed plus negative impact on businesses on both sides of the 

bridge.

116 Think of the view for people living on the water and view for cars crossing.

117 This area should remain a more country-type setting and not be spoiled by changes

118 This is one of the state's most beautiful areas blend of country and sea.

119
Time bridge will be out of commission 

Effect on businesses on both sides of the bridge

120 time of day for commuters and weekends

121 Traffic detours are long and create traffic.
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122 Traffic light at Navesink River Rd entrance would help

123 Traffic merging on Navesink River Road is dangerous situation.

124 Traffic severely builds up @ other entry points many of which are just two lane roads (one in each direction)

125 Try hard to keep it where it is! I remember the wooden one. The on off activation is great. NEEDS to keep it that way.

126 Unaware of any.

127 Use old bridge till completed new bridge

128 We can manage for a year or so for roads, but would like to see uninterrupted marine traffic.

129 We realize there will be a disruption so to minimize that as much as possible. 

130
When replacing the bridge, please keep full bridge closures to a minimum. Try to have this happen in the winter. When closing to marine traffic, 

please consider the season. Keep in mind hunters pass under it in the winter. Take the hunting season into account.

131 When the bridge was under repair and closed it was a major hardship for our family. 

132
When the Oceanic Bridge was closed, it was very inconvenient. Obviously it can be tolerated for repairs or construction but the bridge is a vital 

conduit for connecting surrounding communities.

133 When you detour traffic down BIngham Road  Rumson Road, it is almost impossible to make s left hand turn safely.

134 While new bridge is under construction , the old one MUST remain open

135 Winter should be used for construction.

136 Would be unacceptable to close for replacement. Build a single span bridge next to it.

137 Would exacerbate congestion points

138 Would need traffic control at Locust PT RD and Locust Ave as well as better controls at RT 36 and Navesink Ave
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Answers are summarized on the next page



Question 12: “Is the bridge wide enough to service the transportation needs (vehicles, pedestrian, bicyclists) in the 

project vicinity?” 

 

Responses Received: 178/208 

Response Rate: 86% 

Comments Grouped by Topic: 

 

 

 

Count 

Yes 93 

No: Bike/Ped Space Needed 50 

No 25 

No: Fishing Space Needed 6 

Not related 4 

TOTAL: 178 
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Open Ended Answers:

1 A bike lane should be included in both directions with a sidewalk on one side also.

2 Absolutely

3 Additional width for bikes

4 Almost.  The current width makes bicycling somewhat perilous.  A few feet wider would allow striping for a bike lane.

5 At present yes, including walkways

6 Barely. Lower speed limits and traffic-calming methods are needed.

7 barley wide enought for cars, much less bikes and walkers

8 Barring the project - probably not -

9 Better pavement and shoulder for cyclists are needed

10 bike and walkway sidewalks could be wider.

11 Bike lanes are important.

12 Bridge should be wider.

13 Could be 15 ft. wider

14 Could be improved

15 Could be wider

16 Could be wider for bikes

17 could be wider for pedestrians and cyclists

18 COULD BE WIDER TO ACCOMMODATE BIKERS, WALKERS AND FISHING

19 Could be wider to allow for a bicycle lane

20 could use more pedestrian width for safety

21 Currently yes, it is wide enough.

22
Definitely not. If you are going to sink 50-100 million dollars into a new bridge, it needs to be widened and you want to invest in low maintenance 

materials.

23 Expanding the width would make sense.

24
Extra car lanes would probably just create bottlenecks in both Rumson and Middletown road which use 2 lanes. A bike lane would be welcome and 

sidewalks.

25 Fine for cars - needs improvements  for bicyclists/pedestrians.

26 Generally yes. Bicyclists could use a little more room.

27 Good question

28 Having a bicycle lane would be very good. It seems the two lane road with wide shoulder is ample for automobiles.

29 I believe so

30 I don't believe it is wide enough to accommodate foot traffic and cyclists at the same time safely.

31 I don't believe so

32 I think it is.

33 I think its wide enough but needs a safety lane for bicycling.

34 I think so

35 I think so

36 If sidewalks were wider and specific bike lanes designated I think more residents would use the bridge for enjoyment.

37 It appears so, however if rebuilding, it would be wise to add more space.

38 It could be a bit wider for pedestrians and fishermen.

39 It could be a little bit wider

12. Is the bridge wide enough to service the transportation needs (vehicles, pedestrian, bicyclists) in the 

project vicinity?
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40

It currently is not wide enough to safely accommodate all the users. There is no marked shoulder, and the buffer requirements for cyclists is 

currently not met. The unsafe nature of a steel grate makes for potential hazards during "moist" mornings that you find in late fall and early spring, 

as well as of course during rain.  Cyclists require their own buffer in both directions, and should not be required to utilize the sidewalk.

41 It is generally fine "as is", but perhaps the sidewalk for joggers and bikers should be widened or put on both sides of the bridge.

42 It would be nice to add a sidewalk on the southbound side, but not imperative. 

43 It's scary to run or bike. The new bridge should have a guardrail to separate cars from runners/bikes. As of now it is a high scary curb.

44 Just barely

45 marginally

46 N- could use bike lanes on each side and sidewalk (full) on one side and one length of bridge on other side.

47 Need a bike lane and pedestrian lane

48 New bridge should be wider, bike lanes

49 No

50 No

51 No

52 No

53 no

54 no

55 No

56 No

57 No

58 No - Bridge needs to be wider - Sidewalks need to be wider.

59 No - need wider sidewalk and two bike lanes. High School kids and residents jog the bridge all the time.

60 No - too narrow + beautiful view allows for no width errors

61 No - we need more space for bicycling and people walking (separate lane for bikes).

62 No more room for pedestrians + bicyclists

63 No, bike riders often ride in road and not observing traffic near them, sometimes causing cars to drive close to center line or cross over center line

64 no, it's too narrow for a proper bike lane.  Frequently bicyclists are riding in the roadway, creating a safety concern

65 No, its width and the allocated lane space are inadequate and unsafe.

66 No.  The shoulders need to be wider for bikes.  The sidewalks need to be wider for pedestrians and on both sides of the bridge.

67 No. Especially while you have to dodge pot holes, it is very dangerous on a bike.

68 No. Needs to be wider with shoulder and ped/cycle lanes.

69 No. The bridge needs to be wider primarily for safety.

70 No; need bike lane, fishing lane, pedestrian lanes on both sides.

71 not in present condition

72 Ok for pedestrians, dangerous (a little) for bikes.

73 OLD BRIDGE NO, IT COULD BE A LITTLE WIDER, SIDEWALK WISE.AND MAYBE 2 SIDEWALKS (LEFT AND RIGHT SIDE) FOR THE POTENTIAL NEW ONE.

74 Pretty much. Wider sidewalk would be nice.

75 probably

76 Probably but need sidewalk on each side

77 See above comments.

78 seems ok to me but could be  a bit wider if redoing the whole bridge

79 Seems to be

80 Should be wider for bike traffic.

81 Sidewalk should be wider for bikes, peds, and people fishing.

82 So far, yes. There are not that many bicyclists. Mainly car traffic + foot traffic. Some fishing off the bridge. 
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83 The bridge is wide enough currently.

84
The current size is fine. They problems occur when the draw bridge does not close properly and traffic is backed up. The sidewalk is fine. 

Structurally, the bridge is a danger to all.

85
The current width is good, if all was in good repairs (sidewalk, roadway deck in bad shape in spots), if "no fishing allowed" is enforced, yes. If fishing 

is allowed (The fishing can be very good there) the sidewalk needs to be wider.

86 The maritime span of any new bridge should be significantly widen for boat safety allowing for more than one boat to pass through the opening

87
There could be a wider shoulder for biking but the sidewalk is very accommodating and there is rarely a back up even when there are service 

vehicles on the side.

88 Traffic on the bridge now is completely manageable

89 Travel lanes are ok + sidewalk is ok, but no emergency lane + no defined bike lane.

90 Unknown width, would require site visit to determine

91 Vehicles are OK - pedestrians and bicycles need more space.

92 We think so.

93 Wide enough fixed span to have lane for bikes/pedestrians as well as vehicle lanes

94 Widening would be safer

95 Wider for safety of pedestrians and bikers

96 Wider including sidewalk on both sides would be better for walking and biking.

97 Wider is always better.  Highlands bridge is an excellent example of design for mixed use.

98 Width is OK. I see no issues with it.

99 Width is okay for today's traffic, new bridge should have enough width for pedestrians and bicycle lane.

100 Yes

101 Yes

102 yes

103 yes

104 Yes

105 Yes

106 yes

107 yes

108 Yes

109 Yes

110 Yes

111 yes

112 yes

113 Yes

114 yes

115 Yes

116 yes

117 Yes

118 yes

119 Yes

120 Yes

121 yes

122 Yes

123 Yes

124 yes

125 yes

126 Yes

127 Yes
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128 Yes

129 Yes

130 Yes

131 Yes

132 Yes

133 Yes

134 Yes

135 Yes

136 Yes

137 Yes

138 Yes

139 yes

140 Yes

141 Yes

142 Yes

143 Yes

144 Yes

145 Yes

146 Yes

147 Yes

148 Yes

149 Yes

150 Yes

151 Yes

152 Yes

153 Yes

154 Yes

155 Yes

156 Yes

157 Yes - but could have a bike lane.

158 Yes - do not need 4 lanes (exceeds road capacity) or extra shoulders (sidewalk and one good shoulder is fine)

159
Yes - needs to be marked better 

Fishermen need more space

160 Yes - The bridge accommodates local traffic. It should not be any bigger than it currently is.

161 Yes - trafficwise fine. More secure pedestrian/bicyclist paths.

162 yes but a shoulder would be nice in case of emergencys

163 Yes it is, but a bit wider would not hurt. Would put bikes in roadway instead of on sidewalk.

164 Yes!

165 Yes! - except the western side sidewalk should be as wide as the east side one.

166
Yes! But needs to be completely replaced, not repaired. Too much has been spent on repairs!!! Build a fixed span similar to the Highlands/Sea 

Bright Bridge so the current bridge can still be used while the new bridge is built.

167 Yes!!

168 Yes, if fishing/crabbing is prohibited

169 Yes, in 67 years I have rarely encountered heavy traffic.

170 Yes, just was to be "modernized" 

171 yes, marginally

172 Yes, s far as I can tell...
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173 Yes.

174 Yes.

175 Yes.

176 Yes.

177 yes.  A wider opening span is appreciated.  

178 Yes. Absolutely.
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*Answers related to special accommodations indicated a preference for meetings before nightfall.

*



Answers are summarized on the next page



Question 15: “Are there any organizations or individuals you would suggest we contact as possible stakeholders?” 

 

Responses Received: 133/208, of which 57 wrote text responses 

Response Rate: 64% 

 

Answers grouped by topic: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Count 

Yacht Clubs and marinas 21 

Interest Groups 11 

Neighborhood Associations 6 

Government 5 

Individuals 5 

Local businesses 5 

Beach clubs 1 

Schools 1 

First Responders 1 

Other 1 

TOTAL: 57 
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1 [An Individual]

2 [An Individual]

3 [An Individual]

4 [An Individual]

5 [An Individual]

6 [An Individual]

7 [An Individual]

8 [An Individual]

9 Administrators of Town Hall, Rumson school systems, Realtors

10 All boat and yacht clubs in and out of the River. Please see list of Yacht Clubs attached.

11 All marinas, yacht clubs west of Oceanic Bridge, and including Red Bank.

12 All the marinas in Red Bank, Fair Haven + Rumson

13 All yacht club on river

14 Atlantiv Highlands Yacht Club

15 businesses on both sides of bridge

16 Environmentalists

17 Every beach club, Seabright Lawn Tennis + Cricket, altho I believe both on notification list.

18 Fair Haven Yacht Works

19 Fair Haven Yacht Works, Monmouth Boat Club, Shrewsbury River Yacht Club

20 Freeholders, Monmouth County board of recreation commissioners, middletown and rumson historic districts

21 Friends of Oceanic Bridge Assn.

22 Friends of the Oceanic Bridge.org

23

https://www.facebook.com/groups/RedBankSafeRoutes/ represents local people who are interested in safer cycling throughout Monmouth 

County.

24 Jersey Coast Anglers Association. NJRFA - New Jersey Recreational Fisherman's Alliance

25 Les Hathaway, Monmouth Boat Club

26 Local businesses and yacht clubs

27 Local businesses, Both Navesink + Rumson

28 Local cyclist groups?

29 Local Mayors regarding bike lanes

30 Middletown Fire Dept., Highlands First Aid, Atlantic Highlands First Aid

31 Middletown historical society/ Twin Lights Historical Society MCHA

32 Monmouth Boat Club

33 Monmouth Boat Club

34 Monmouth Boat Club

35 Monmouth Boat Club - Red Bank NJ

36 Monmouth Boat Club, Red Bank, NJ, 07701

37 Monmouth County Historical Commission, Rumson Historical Commission

38 MonmouthBoat Club

39 NJ Friends of Clearwater

40 NMHA, MBC, Irwin's Marinas, NSIBYC, Riverview Hospital

41 NRMC

15. Are there any organizations or individuals you would suggest we contact as possible stakeholders?

Open Ended Answers:
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42 PEP, Fish & Wildlife (for hunting & crabbing seasons)

43 Riverside Association (Homeowner)

44 Riverside Drive Assn, Other boat interests 

45 Riverside Drive Association

46 Riverside Drive Association, Hartshorne Woods Residents.

47 Rumson Fair Haven High School athletic dept - training and running

48 Rumson Mayor's office

49 Same as the Rumson Sea Bridge Bridge

50 Sandy Hook Bay Catamaran Club

51 Sandy Hook Bay Catamaran Club,  P.O. Box 187, Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716

52 Sandy Hookers Triathlon; Clean Ocean Action; American Littoral Society; Sierra Club

53 Seastreak Ferry

54 Seastreak Ferry, Atlantic Highlands Business Association, RFH Businesses

55 Shrewsbury River Ycht Club

56 SRYC, MBC, FHYW, Oceanic Marina

57 The Riverside Drive Association, the Middletown Historic Commission, the Monmouth Conservation Organization.
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Answers are summarized on the next page



Question 16: “Do you have any comments/questions about the Oceanic Bridge or any other suggestions you wish 

to share about the Study that may help with planning future meetings?” 

 

Responses Received: 121/208 

Response Rate: 58% 

 

Comments Grouped by topic: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Count 

On the bridge 72 

On bridge users 20 

On the study 18 

No 7 

Other 4 

TOTAL: 121 
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1 1. Low profile preferred  2. Atlantic Highlands Bridge was ruined with/by the handicap access - Needs attention to design to skip that problem.

2
1.) Want an opening bridge to allow tall sailing ships (historic and others) to enter the upper Navesink 

2.) Preserve the upper Navesink shelter from storms (as per Coast Guard designation)

3 A new, more aesthetic and safer design would add a lot to the community.

4 Advertise so people are aware they can participate.

5 After 14 years, let's finish. Low bridge.

6 Am mailing in my comments.

7 Answered these questions - Taking into consideration what members if area yacht clubs use/need. From a personal level.

8 Any improvements to the bridge should seek to maintain the historic character and aesthetic of the bridge.

9
Any major repair or replacement should maintain the historic character (ie, look and height) of the current Oceanic Bridge.  It is very important the 

bridge is not made higher. 

10 Aware of a study but haven't seen it

11
Build a high bridge like Highlands  Bridge /No salaries  /Include bike lanes / No maintenance /No traffic stops /Leave the old bridge (minus draws) for 

fisghing and gawking

12
Chart a long term plan /Get federal and state funding support /Make sure to propose a fitting design /Do not take the old bridge until new one is 

complete /Gather data

13
Clearly the best interest of the community is one that allows free vehicular traffic and boat traffic to proceed unencumbered. It would be a 

disappointment to see the desires of a few on the bridge to compromise the community at large.

14
Connects 2 historic districts where people devote time and resources to preserving/interpreting history - the bridge should be consistent 

aesthetically with the 2 sides.

15 Consider beauty of area. Should not look like a highway bridge or city atmosphere.

16 Consideration should be taken for the actual life of the new span. I feel a high bridge will last longer.

17 Continue to support the low draw bridge option.

18

Contrasting use of the bridge to the recently replaced Highlands Bridge the usage patterns and volume are very different. The bridge as it stands 

today, except for the age and condition is very practical and supports the volume of traffic well. Its low profile is also key to the visual aesthetics of 

the surrounding area. Don't build a massive bridge to accommodate the light amount of traffic that uses the bridge.  

19
Don't let Not in My Backyard or Ban Anything Near Anybody influence decision.  Everybody hated the new Highlands bridge until it was built.  Now 

everyone loves it!

20 Don't ruin this

21 Feel that it should be aesthetically possible to replace current bridge with one that does not need to be opened.

22 Get more people involved! More PR and advertisements to let people know that you are looking for public input.

23
Have there been studies done on the property values both before/after a high expanse bridge is constructed?  How about the level of recreational 

use?  This bridge is not only meant for automobiles - it needs to be shared with the broader community.

24 How long will a project like this take? We live right next to the bridge on Locust side.

25 I am likely already on the stakeholder list

26 I do not believe a drawbridge is necessary for the future, especially any "man operated" bridge is not necessary. 

27

I do not feel that the opinions of individuals concerned about the visual aspects of a permanent bridge and the marine operators should outweigh 

the needs + opinions of hundreds of commuters, business users, and recreation users. In today's age, it is completely illogical to expect a drawbridge 

on a route that is mainly used by commuters, business users, and recreational people.

28
I do not want to see a high, immovable bridge.  A bridge possibly higher from the water so not as many boats need to have the bridge raised,  Also 

using prearranged opening times like on the hour and half hour during March tthru October.

29
I find the Oceanic Bridge to be functional and aesthetically appropriate for the area. I am opposed to a larger, modern, visually unappealing bridge, 

like the one built between Highlands/Seabright.

30 I hope the fishermen and crabbers can still have space but maybe a little more removed from traffic. A fishing pier? With a safe parking area.

Open Ended Answers:

16. Do you have any comments/questions about the Oceanic Bridge or any other suggestions you wish to 

share about the Study that may help with planning future meetings?
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31 I hope to see a new low bridge that still opens for marine traffic and maintains the same nice views that the current bridge has.

32 I THINK A FIXED BRIDGE IS THE WAY TO GO, LESS MAINTENANCE, NO TRAFFIC DELAYS. IT WORKED VERY WELL IN HIGHLANDS.

33
I think any comments about sailing under the bridge are fairly spurious since the waters to the east are narrow and shallow and not very sailable. So 

this should not be a very large consideration

34

I think as the bridge plans that I've seen online consideration for where a new bridge starts + ends will be very important to the community as 

opposed to it being a draw bridge or not, Don't understand the need to keep current historic look; 

Don't need draw bridge but interesting design would be great like Charleston Bridge

35
I think it is critical to replace the bridge ASAP - it is a disaster waiting to happen. Also it should be a bascule not a fixed bridge - the slope is too steep 

and would be dangerous in the winter (of a fixed bridge)

36 I think it is vital to take into consideration the asthetic impact on the neighborhood.

37
I think this project has dragged on far to long and as a result the safety of all of us who drive over the bridge has been put at risk.   It needs to be 

moved up on the priority list and everyside needs to compromise!!!!!!

38
I would like to see a bridge built with the same scale and character as the existing bridge. Please allow access over the bridge during new bridge 

construction.

39
I would pass under it (sailboat) more often if it was higher, didn't require openings and the channel between it and the Shrewsbury River were 

dredged.

40
I would prefer a drawbridge slightly higher than the present one. In the warm months it could only open on the hour and half hour and in the cold 

months open only with a 24 hour advance notice.

41 I'll repeat my concerns about a drawbridge. If we give into a very wealthy minority pushing for a drawbridge, we have failed as a fair society.

42 Important to maintain the aesthetic beauty of the Navesink River and surrounding towns.

43
Insure you have input from all boat clubs and marinas that will be affected by height of fixed bridge, if that is chosen over one that must be opened 

for many boats (power & sail)

44

It gets down to whether are are willing to spend a little more perhaps in order to have a bridge that is low and friendly to users besides ours. A high 

bridge will be measured (think of the size of the new highlands bridge verses the old highlands bridge) and obscured; detract from the beautiful 

setting we have on the Navesink.

45 It is my wish to see the bridge repaired or replaced with little to no aesthetical change. 

46 It's beautiful. Replace it with equally beautiful bridge.

47 Just fix it - Don't change it

48 Keep the drawbridge - make the boater wait for specific times for the bridge to be opened

49
Keep the tranquil look of the area, as it is now. 

!

50
LETS MAKE A NICE  LOW KEY BRIDGE THE WAY THIS ONE IS. MONSTER BRIDGE WOULD LOOK BAD FOR THE AREA. 2 SIDEWALKS AND MAYBE A 

BICYCLE LANE WOULD BE PERFECT.

51 Low bridge - For best access to all users. Aesthetics. Deleterious effect on scenic views and property values with a high bridge.

52 Low is a pain to open but I believe it best suits the location

53 Maintenance notifications would be helpful.

54 Make a nice looking bridge that is tall enough so sailboats can enter and exit the Navesink River without having to call to open bridge

55 Make it a high bridge without the drawbridge.

56 Many people fish from the bridge. Perhaps some accommodation can be made for them, such as a fishing deck below the road.

57 May you build a new one quickly! This one is falling apart. Lower weight allowed now!

58 Modernize bridge but don't lose aesthetics of bascule design - Maybe slightly higher at opening to reduce boat openings at peak summer use

59 Must preserve the beauty of the area first and foremost.

60

My main concern is that the Oceanic Bridge remain a drawbridge. I do not want a fixed span bridge. It would tower over nearby neighborhoods and 

just isn't appropriate. I want the replacement bridge to preserve the aesthetic and environmental character of the existing structure, while being 

consistent with modern construction codes.

61
My only real issue steams from the frequency of the bridge openings. Delaying hundreds of people crossing a bridge so 4-5 people on a boat can 

continue seems ridiculous to me.

62 N/A

63 Need more room for boats to pass under the bridge - the width opening is tight for 2 boats.

64
Need to understand full project scope + develop a list of FAQ's etc. + The bridge project will dramatically affect the residents of Oak Tree Lane, need 

to study its impact...
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65 New bridge must be low enough to permit walking, baby strollers, minimize "wind tunnel" effects for freezing in winter. A new draw-bridge.

66 No

67 No

68 no

69 no

70 No

71 No bigger bridge!

72 No one in the community wants a high fixed span bridge. It may be possible to limit height of boats.

73 Not at this point

74 Not at this time

75 On the Middletown side there is a pull off & parking that is very important + needs to remain & one poss. added to the Rumson side as well

76 One of the best part of living here is being able to travel daily over Oceanic Bridge - it is a beautiful drive.

77
Our concern is any redesign which would impinge on our view and thus property value. Any attempt to move access road further east would 

impinge on our view.

78

Our group is in favor of a similar bridge in design to what is currently there built to today's standards and possibly a little higher at the channel, to let 

more boat traffic through without opening it. It is a historical bridge and is eligible for the national historic registry. Project needs to move ahead as 

quickly as possible. We have been working on this since 2004 and are back to square 1. "Rust never sleeps."

79

Our house sits at the foot of the bridge on the Rumson side. We have 3 children that regularly use the pedestrian crosswalk at Hunt St. Traffic 

coming off the bridge already moves well over the 40 MPH limit due to the bridge's slight slope. A higher, wider bridge would cause treacherous 

vehicular speed on a street with pedestrian access to a restaurant, post office, Victory Park, and of course the bridge itself. Additionally, a higher, 

wider bridge with a large, high exit ramp would destroy the value of our property permanently. 

80 Plan for a fixed high bridge like in Highlands, NJ or Stuart, Florida

81 Please consider a draw bridge as a replacement - function + aesthetics for the community 

82
Please consider limiting the height of the new bridge - both for aesthetics reasons and to accomodate people like myself who have a fear of heights 

(e.g. Azzolina Bridge).

83
Please consider the maritime community.  The Navasink is a popular river that requires an opening bridge or one that conforms to others crossing 

the river.

84 Please keep it as a draw bridge! A high bridge will ruin the beauty of the area. 

85 Please retain the beauty of the bridge

86 Please retain the drawbridge, and please keep the bridge low and flat like it is now. 

87 Present bridge is attractive, occasional bridge opening is reasonably infrequent. Present design/ARR + with bike lanes may be optimal.

88 Preserve profile of current bridge, fix only what needs fixin'

89
Public access to a very important concern. Parking. Direct access to the river - stairs - wider sidewalks - dedicated walkways - known and important 

spawning area for winter flounder (timing of construction activities) especially boring, drilling, and dredging.

90
Replace w/ same type bridge (Draw), Don't build a bridge that looks like it should be in NY, like the ugly Highlands bridge - put up w/ the occasional 

opening in the summer

91

See my comments throughout. -  

(Motor vehicle congestion - Only a problem when construction/repair is occurring 

Physical condition - It's falling apart! 

Accommodations for other than vehicles - Sidewalk that is wide enough - on both sides - & a ramp to access the walk and safe way to exit sidewalk 

& turn to road - w/ a safe place to roads there - not suddenly stuck close to cars) 

 

Sidewalk larger - safer entry/exit from/to the road 

crabbing needs to stay available - whatever posts are used they should be able to host crabs 

Closures should take into account the use at that time (summer beach & hunting/fishing/crabbing) 

I would keep it as a draw bridge. If you make it taller, it will be much more difficult to pass as a biker, walker, jogger. I bike w/ my daughter on the 

back. Large hills are nearly impossible.

92

-Speed and safety issues already exist and should be addressed now. 

-Better/safer access for walkers, bikers, and fishermen. 

-More efficient operations: (1) not opening for vessels that should be lowering their radio antenna instead. (2) Opening too soon and too long for 

slow vessels sailing against the tidal current.
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93 Strong preference for a bridge no higher than existing structure 

94
Suggest to announce meetings and developments via Fair Haven website - those who sign up for announcements can be notified by email or text. 

This is an important way to keep residents notified and encourage involvement.

95 The area is uniquely beautiful and new bridge must preserve serene natural character.

96

The beauty of the area must be preserved - 

safety of a bridge is also important - 

 in the past, I've walked it - always a pleasure.  

If bridge is elevated - that may take away the recreational pleasures - at the same time save stops for boats (but these were generally enjoyed by 

the family as well - relaxing! Have openings at set times !!)

97
The bridge in Highlands looks amazing. The work was done quickly and efficiently with very little interruption and traffic. If that could be done with 

the Oceanic, leaving the bridge open during the majority of construction would be great!

98 The bridge needs replaced, long overdue. The safety of the bridge is most important.

99 The current bridge is beautiful.  I would prefer to see it rehabilitated.

100

The current bridge is inadequate for the traffic and a fixed span bridge would be aesthetically more desirable. The span is clearly able to allow for a 

gradual incline. Eliminating the draw bridge makes the most sense. The current bridge has been deteriorating for 8 years while the county and the 

state have done useless repairs and listened to the few squeaky wheels who objected to change.

101 The current state of repair is deplorable. Need to get the project underway ASAP. 

102 The fixed option I have seen rendered is not an eyesore - looks reasonable.

103 The highlands bridge is an outstanding success and should be a model for the Oceanic.

104 The impact on small plants and animals in the area

105 The lack of sidewalks on the roads around the bridge is crucial, along with bike path.

106
The Navesink is the only safe harbor in the Raritan Bay. It is a hurricane hole, and was packed with sail boats the last time a major hurricane came 

through during boating season (Gloria). Restricting boat traffic affects not only current use, but all future use.

107
The profile and contour of this bridge makes it unique and beautifully adapted to its setting over the Navesink. I especially enjoy pausing when the 

draw-bridge is open, to gaze at the beauty of our environment.

108

The replacement should be a fixed bridge to minimize construction and future maintenance costs and make it eligible for Federal dollars. Design 

build would be a good vehicle for the design and construction of the new bridge. It will save the county $ and mitigate the risk of overruns in 

construction costs.  

If the local residents want a lift bridge for the aesthetics, have them form a P3 to own and operate it and charge a toll to traverse the bridge.

109
The road deck, in spite of pot hole patching, is horrible to drive on as the patches are not flat with the surrounding surface. Concerned about 

additional degradation until new bridge is open in ? years. 

110 The safety of the bridge is, of course, most important. The surface of the roadway is also in need of repair.

111
The safety of the current structure is concerning. From the water, the bridge appears to be crumbling in all materials- wood, concrete and steel. A 

new structure needs to consider tall vessel passage, as well as road height for wind/ice conditions in winter.

112 This bridge is an icon of its type and should be preserved.

113 To change the style of the bridge would gravely affect the beauty and environment attractive to many caring people.

114 We do not need a drawbridge for the new bridge

115 We do not need a monster bridge in this area as it would ruin the appearance of the town.

116
What happened to all the effort that was done concerning replacement that I no longer see on the web site for long term engineering work. There 

used to be a lot of material.

117

What properties may be impacted? Has there been a cost study? What are the envisioned improvements? Where will funds for reconstruction 

originate? Has there been a traffic study? I am answering the questions as an individual, but will have feedback from my county + municipal 

committee.  Safety + function come before aesthetic.

118 When will bridge closures take place? How long to complete project?

119 With rising gas prices, having to take an alternate route will financially hurt people.

120
Would like to see your historical, aesthetic, recreational, and cultural consultants well represented at meetings. Also the Coast Guard, as their rules 

on outriggers could be changed to reduce openings on a low-bridge alternative.

121 Would want a similar bridge in same area.
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Personal Questions1-6:



Personal Question 2: “What is the zip code of your residence?” 

 

Responses Received: 189/208 

Response Rate: 91% 

 

Count 

07760 82 

07704 26 

07716 24 

07701 14 

07748 11 

07739 5 

07732 4 

07737 4 

07702 3 

07016 1 

07028 1 

07718 1 

07724 1 

07733 1 

07735 1 

07746 1 

07750 1 

07757 1 

07762 1 

07960 1 

08008 1 

08812 1 

08857 1 

77047 1 

77048 1 

TOTAL: 189 
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Personal Question 5: “What is the zip code of your place of employment?” 

 

Responses Received: 83/208 

Response Rate: 40% 

 

 

Count 

07760 23 

07701 13 

07716 6 

07704 5 

07732 4 

07724 3 

07760 2 

07748 2 

10278 1 

10065 1 

10017 1 

10012 1 

10005 1 

07753 1 

07739 1 

07737 1 

07735 1 

07728 1 

07718 1 

07083 1 

07028 1 

Other 12 

TOTAL: 83 
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1 AHYC

2 All of the above

3 Attended meeting on 10/25 in Rumson after seeing electronic sign near bridge

4 Been going on for years

5 Bridge contractor while kayaking nearby

6 Elected Official

7 email

8 email

9 Email

10 email from Atlantic Highlands Yacht Club

11 Email from Culbertson

12 Freeholder meeting agenda and walked into library by accident

13 Friends of the Oceanic Bridge

14 From working with the County on earlier plans for Oceanic Bridge.

15 Library

16 local came in to local bank branch and gave us survey + more info

17 Marina

18 Marina operator - Fair Haven Yacht Works

19 MBC

20 MBC-Red Bank Member

21 Meeting

22 Middletown Planning Board

23 Mo. County Freeholders

24 Monmouth Boat Club

25 Monmouth Boat Club

26 Monmouth Boat Club meetings (Cruising Fleet)

27 Monmouth Coat Club Meeting

28 My husband spoke to someone while playing golf and they explained the plan

29 Notification from you

30 Onsite sign on Bingham Avenue

31 Rumson Council

32 Rumson website

33 Scuttlebutt

34 SHBCC email blast

35 Shrewsbury River Yacht Club

36 shrewsbury river yacht club

37 Shrewsbury River Yacht Club message

38 Shrewsbury Yacht Club

39 SRYC

40 SRYC email

41 The sign posted at the bridge

Other (please specify):

Personal Question 6: How did you hear about the Oceanic Bridge Improvement Study?
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